Musket Mythology

Just how many arms did Revolutionary-era Mainers bear?

BY COLIN S. SARGENT

The history most Mainers learn back in our hazy school days about the Revolutionary War suggests guns were to be found everywhere and were available to equip almost everyone.

Maine.gov claims “most men, like Daniel Sullivan, joined a local militia unit to serve for a three- or nine-month stint, subject to a call-up in response to a nearby emergency; others joined what was known as the Regular Continental Army for three years or for the duration of hostilities.” But were there firelocks enough swimming around to justify the image of every man in Maine tugging on his tricorner and shouldering his musket?

In 1770, there were about 31,300 people living in the part of Massachusetts called Maine today, according to the U.S. Bureau of the Census. As Stephen A. Schmidt, consultant to James D. Julia, a market leader in firearms auctions, says, there were barely enough firearms in the whole of the Thirteen Colonies to arm every Mainer; “Fifty thousand guns in colonial Amer-
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FIREARMS, EVEN SMOOTHBORE MUSKETS, WERE EXPENSIVE OUTLAYS UNTIL THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION HALF A CENTURY LATER BROUGHT MASS PRODUCTION AND REPLACEABLE PARTS TO TRULY ARM THE MAASSES. AMERICAN GUN PRODUCTION, EVEN FOR THE MILITARY, DIDN’T EVEN GET OFF THE GROUND UNTIL THE 150,000 PRODUCTION RUN OF THE 1795 SPRINGFIELD MUSKET—SHOOTING TO PIECES THE URBAN MYTH THAT OUR FOUNDING FATHERS WERE BORN WITH GUNS IN THEIR HANDS—AND MOST OF THOSE WERE CONVERTED TO RIFLED MUSKETS FOR USE IN THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR. GUNPOWDER AND FIREARMS WERE ALSO HIGHLY EXPENSIVE, SO MUCH SO THAT THE CONTINENTAL ARMY HAD CHRONIC POWDER SHORTAGES THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE WAR.

Why, then, does this image of mass participation and firearms ownership in the time of the Revolution exist? The answer lies in the political battles in the wake of the Revolution and our self-delusion that American determination was mostly responsible for the success of the revolution, when the American colonies were trying to knit themselves into a country. A standing army was thought to be a liability by those who wanted a weak, inexpensive central government, so rosy pictures were painted of a militia effectiveness that never was. Further, even the American military suffered greatly until French financing and training created a far more professional force. But what was the
extent of that military aid? The firearms that survive this period speak volumes, often in a French accent. “Over the course of the Revolution, we were given between 100,000 and 200,000 guns from France. French military aid more than doubled, maybe even quadrupled, the number of guns in the country.” Most of these were Charlevoix muskets in .69 caliber. After soldiers took these most practical souvenirs home with them following the war, we finally had the kind of widespread rural armaments we project further back today. Talk about arming the natives; seen in this light, the entire adventure of our Revolution appears to be, more than anything else, a means by which the French pulled the British lion’s tail.

Lionizing the militia painted over the unpleasantness of our fledgling country needing both foreign military aid and the formalized violence of its government. Our full-time soldiers and our friends in France secured our freedom, not our part-time volunteers despite the enduring myth of the minuteman. Today, however, with over 400,000 weapons already in the state and industrialized manufacturing at Saco Operations and Windham Weaponry, we’re far better prepared than our Founding Fathers for another British invasion.
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